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1 9780992834975
English

4.4 x 6.9 x 0.4 in |
120 gr

48 pages

Dung Beetle Ltd

Dung Beetle Ltd

Carton quantity:
60

HUMOR

Distributor: UTP
Distribution

We Do Christmas
by  Ezra Elia, Miriam Elia
Oct 23, 2018 Hardcover $19.95 CAD

"'Shopping is consumerist rape,'" says Mummy, "'but I really like these shoes.'"

The latest in the Dung Beetle Learning series, Mummy, John and Susan are taken on a thrilling
Christmas adventure. "Come with me," says Father Christmas, "and I will show you the magic of
kindness." "And I will undermine your vicious program of indoctrination," Mummy counters. She then
proceeds to strip Christmas of all its magic and meaning, for the benefit of John, Susan and mankind
in general. This book will joyfully ruin the Yuletide festival period for children and adults alike.

2 9781777753474
English

Illustrations, color

5 x 7 x 0.1 in | 350
gr

1 page

Christmas Sticker
Sheet

Big Dreamers

Carton quantity: 1

JUVENILE
NONFICTION

Distributor: UTP
Distribution

Christmas Sticker Sheet
by  Akilah Newton , Danielle Murrell Cox 
Nov 01, 2020 Stickers $4.95 CAD
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3 9781778159305
English

Illustrations, color

9.5 x 9.5 x 0.3 in |
0.7 lb

30 pages

Big Dreamers

Carton quantity:
46

JUVENILE FICTION

Distributor: UTP
Distribution

Noel
by  Akilah Newton , Danielle Murrell Cox 
Oct 31, 2022 Hardcover $19.95 CAD

A stunningly illustrated, rhyming children's storybook that shares a moving story about a determined
boy who dreams of becoming Santa Claus. When Noel was asked to create his Christmas wish list, he
only asked for one thing - to become Santa Claus. His dream is met with jeers and laughs from his
classmates, but despite all odds, his hard work and perseverance saw him live out his dream. 

A story for the ages, this book highlights what's possible when we expand our definition of who
people can be. Noel's story is the story of anyone who has been told that because of their race,
religion, gender, or neurodivergence, there are things they can't do. This universal tale is about more
than the Christmas holiday. Children will be delighted by this heartwarming story. They will be
inspired to see themselves as anything they can set their minds to. Noel will quickly become a
holiday favourite and serve as a constant reminder to future generations of kids to dream big! 

About the Contributor(s)

4 9781554519286
English

8.5 x 10.5 x 0.1 in
| 120 gr

24 pages

Annick Press

Annick Press

Carton quantity:
120

JUVENILE FICTION

Age (years) 7 - 11

Distributor: UTP
Distribution

Baseball Bats for Christmas
by  Michael Arvaarluk Kusugak , Vladyana Krykorka 
Sep 12, 2017 Paperback , UK Trade $12.95 CAD

An authentic tale about children living in the Arctic by one of the most acclaimed Inuit
storytellers.

Life in the high Arctic is beautifully captured in this classic picture book by award-winning Inuit author
Michael Arvaarluk Kusugak. The year is 1955 and Arvaarluk and his friends watch as Rocky Parsons
lands his plane on the ice in Repulse Bay, a tiny community “smack dab on the Arctic Circle.” Having
never seen trees before, the children try to guess what the six green spindly things are that Rocky
delivers. One of the boys has a brilliant idea: why not use them as baseball bats? Full of vibrant,
richly-colored illustrations, this story gives young readers ages 5 to 8 a glimpse into a time, place, and
culture that may be new to them. The Arctic way of life is realistically portrayed by the author, whose
narrative voice resonates with the lilt of his native language, Inuktitut.

About the Contributor(s)

Michael Arvaarluk Kusugak is an Inuk storyteller who grew up in Repulse Bay, NWT (now Naujaat,
Nunavut). During his childhood, his family traveled by dog sled, living a traditional Inuit lifestyle. He is
the author of many picture books, including Northern Lights: The Soccer Trails, winner of the Ruth
Schwartz Award.

He won the Vicky Metcalf Award for Children's Literature in 2008. He lives in Valhalla, Manitoba.

Vladyana Krykorka has illustrated and designed over 30 books for children. Her work has received
numerous awards, including the Toronto Public Library’s recognition of Baseball Bats for Christmas
as one of the 100 best children’s books of all time. In the last two years she has conducted art
workshops in several Quebec Arctic communities, working with Inuit teachers in the creation of their
own books and class materials, as well as textile printmaking techniques.
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5 9781772601350
English

8.5 x 8.5 x 0.3 in |
320 gr

32 pages

Second Story
Press

Second Story
Press

Carton quantity:
44

JUVENILE FICTION

Age (years) 3 - 6

Distributor: UTP
Distribution

Snow Doves
by  Nancy Hartry , Gabrielle Grimard 
Sep 15, 2020 Hardcover , Picture book $18.95 CAD

A wordless story of overcoming our fears and finding friendship.

Sami has just arrived in a new country. The snow piled up outside his window is a mysterious and,
frankly, chilly surprise! Joy, his new neighbor, does not speak his language, but that does not stop
them from communicating as Joy helps Sami overcome his fears. The two new friends get bundled
up against the cold, and Sami discovers the magic of playing outside on a snowy day.

About the Contributor(s)

Nancy Hartry is the author of the successful picture books Hold On, McGinty! and Jocelyn and the
Ballerina. Her novel Watching Jimmy won the Canadian Library Association’s Book of the Year for
Children Award and was a finalist for the TD Canadian Children’s Literature Award, the Geoffrey
Bilson Award for Historical Fiction for Young People, and the Ontario Library Association’s Golden
Oak Award. Nancy sits on the board of the CCBC and lives in Toronto.

Gabrielle Grimard uses various media to research and create the illustrations for a book, but her
favorite aspect will always be color. She uses mainly watercolors, gouache and oil. She adds a touch
of wooden pencil for the details. She has illustrated dozens of books and has been nominated for
several awards. She lives near Sherbrooke, Quebec.

6 0628678515277
English

6 x 12 x 1.5 in |
1000 gr

Big Dreamers

Carton quantity: 1

NON-
CLASSIFIABLE

Distributor: UTP
Distribution

Noel Plush Doll
by  Akilah Newton , Danielle Murrell Cox 
Oct 07, 2024 Doll $32.95 CAD
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7 9781778159367
English

4 x 6 x 0.1 in | 1 gr

1 page

Big Dreamers

Carton quantity: 1

Distributor: UTP
Distribution

Jigsaw Puzzle Holiday Greeting Card
by  Akilah Newton, Danielle Murrell Cox
Oct 02, 2023 Jigsaw $8.95 CAD
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